
Episode 11: Punchline

Scientist: That’s the spirit gang. Everything is going to be back to normal in no
time.

Indigo: Let’s go climb that tower!

Gremlin: It’s a very tall tower… I hope they have an elevator.

Demon: They most certainly won’t.

Scientist: Now he remembers that elevators exist.

Gremlin: (Sad Gremlin noise)

Theme Tune

Brian: Well, I for one am raring to go! I have noticed that I haven’t cracked
any of the conundrums yet, and I really do want to try and get a solved riddle under
my belt. Any secret switches? Hidden buttons? Strange and semi-indecipherible
text?

Ignacious: Afraid not. Just a bog standard door. Could be booby-trapped though.
Devil boy, why don’t you try opening it?

Demon: Sure thing! I’m not afraid of a silly little old trap.

(Demon trying to open door)

Demon: Well it’s impossible. It doesn’t open. Let’s go home. Definitely magically
sealed.

Brian: Actually Demon, if we look at the direction the wood grain is going on
this door, and if we pay special attention to where the hinges are located, you can
see that this is actually a push door.

(Door opens)

Brian: See?

Indigo: Well done Brian! You did it. Exquisite puzzle solving.

Brian: We really are setting the bar rather low, aren’t we?



Ignacious: Yes, yes. Well done. Now can we please get moving… I don’t want to
just stand out in the open if you don’t mind. So come along everyone, in.

Gremlin: The bar is not low Brian! Look at the size of that door. Demon and
myself would never have been able to open it.

Ignacious: Right. In. Now.

Scientist: Sorry, we sort of engage in various hijinks to stave off the constant
stress. Got to laugh or you’ll cry, and all that.

Brian: You do keep crying at night though don’t you Albe-

Scientist: Right. In. Now.

(Footsteps)

Ignacious: Oh, right. So you listen to him! Of course.

Indigo: Stop being such a grump, Igny! You always get like this when we start
closing in on an artefact. You need to be patient.

Indigo: I do not always get like this! You always want to stop and smell the
roses. Which by the way is very impractical when you’re so close to your goal. But
it’s fine.

Gremlin: I don’t mean to concern anyone, but there is a swinging pendulum
covered in blades! Very sharp, very deadly blades!

Brian: Gremlin, don’t go near that. No, Gremlin! Stop.

Gremlin: Put me down Brian, I am speedy and nimble, I will make it.

Scientist: You’re actually surprisingly slow, Bud.

Ignacious: I’ll say. Indy, reckon you can get across here? You’ve sped past worse.

Indigo: Uh, yeah probably. Could we look for some way to shut it off first?

Ignacious: We really have been here for too long. I imagine our client is getting
impatient so…

Indigo: Oh, right. Yeah, okay. I’ll try running across.



Scientist: Surely you’re joking, oh Gods she’s actually doing it.

Brian: I can’t look.

Demon: I can’t look AWAY!

(Blades swinging, Indigo running and jumping)

Scientist: The switch to the left of you, does that shut this thing off? Is there a
switch? Are my glasses just scratched up.

Indigo: Nope, that’s a switch. Good spot, Scientist.

(Pendulum slowing to a stop)

Gremlin: Hooray! That was-

Demon: Awesome! That was so cool. Like, a solid thousand times cooler than
anything these attic losers have done.

Scientist: Charming.

Brian: As always. Indigo, the statistics of you surviving that were…

Indigo: Don’t tell me! I do not want to know.

Ignacious: Stairs! Oh sweet, sweet stairs. We have a saying about stairs. Where
there’s stairs

[Spoken simultaneously]
Ignacious: The treasure’s there. [beat] At the top. [beat] Possibly.
Indigo: The treasure’s there. [beat] At the top. [beat] Possibly.

Demon: Yeah that’s pretty good.

Scientist: What? No it isn’t. No offence.

Demon: You’re just jealous.

Scientist: What is happening here? Am I losing it?

Brian: You lost it years ago Sir.



Gremlin: What has Albert lost? Has he lost the magic chalk? Are we trapped
here forever?

Scientist: Holy snapping turtles. Uh, uhhhh… Nope. Waistcoat pocket. I think my
heart stopped for a second there.

Ignacious: Magic chalk? Wow, your management bogeyman has really cheaped
out on you there. That’s some headache inducing transportation.

Indigo: Me and Igny have a shard of crystalline quicksilver. It’s really neat. You
have to break it to activate it, so it’s a one use deal, but if you hold hands you can
transport as many people as you like with it. It’s much less dizzying than magic chalk
too…

Demon: No way! You’re telling me that we’ve been sent on this ridiculous
escapade and the Management didn’t even pay for first class? This is a joke. Let’s
just get up the stairs. I am done. I’m more than done. I’m looking at done in the
rearview mirror at this point.

Brian: Demon gets very grouchy when they haven’t had enough sleep. They
were up last night worrying about their friend Gre-

Demon: I will boil your blood in fire and brimstone!

Brian: I don’t ha-

Demon: I know you don’t have blood! Oil. I’ll boil your oil!

Gremlin: That was a good rhyme… friend.

Scientist: Well I just think it’s nice to see you getting on toge-

Ignacious: CAN WE please get up the stairs. I think we all want to get out of here,
yes? Are we forgetting there’s hordes of skeletons outside?

Scientist: Yeah, okay. We’re coming.

(Walking up stairs)

Gremlin: Ohhh, pictures! Look, there’s an old man. And another old man. Ohhh
and an old woman. And a… weird crow thing.

Demon: That’s a plague doctor.



Gremlin: Ah yes. I am familiar.

Indigo: Are you-

Scientist: Don’t encourage him.

Gremlin: Who are all of these people?

Ignacious: That’s actually one of the saddest parts of adventuring. You step into
the remnants of all these old lives, and you only ever get the slightest peek at how
they really were. I’ve made a small fortune off the back of corpses I’ll never
understand the lives of. But, as an adventurer you must persevere, no matter what.

Demon: We have another door.

Ignacious: Grand. Any complex locks?

Brian: No, just a pull door.

(Door opens)

Brian: Oh, hang on. There’s some sort of… shimmery forcefield.

Scientist: There’s an inscription too. “Weigh your heart against the light, speak
the truth and enter.”

Indigo: Nice, truth door!
Ignacious: Ugh, truth door!

Ignacious: We run into so many of these. And everyone thinks they invented
them.

Indigo: Yeah, you literally do just speak the truth and enter. We’ve gotten this
down to a fine art by now. It has to be true, and it has to mean something to you. For
example, ahem, “I first discovered I wanted to be an adventurer at age 8, when I got
lost in my village. It took me 6 days to get home. I got bullied about it for years. But
gosh did I have a wild adventure.”

(Portal noise)

Indigo: See, easy?

Scientist: We have different definitions of easy.



Ignacious: When I was at the academy the older boys used to put firecrackers
under my pillow, and scream Ignacious ignite! All a good jape, until my leg caught
fire.

(Trouser leg being pulled up)

See? Nasty little burn there.

Scientist: I’m sorry to hear that.

Ignacious: Don’t be sorry. In I go.

(Portal Noise)

Gremlin: I, Gremlin, love my pet squirrel who lives in the cupboard with me.

(Portal Noise)

Scientist: Your what?

Gremlin: Come on sir! What’s your truth?

Scientist: Oh sweet mother of eyes. Right. I know we said we weren’t doing gifts,
but I’ve gotten everyone winter day presents.

(Portal Noise)

Brian: Albert! Now I’m going to have to rush buy presents. Oh, the Hotel gift
shops are going to be totally packed by this point.

Demon: Brian, time and a place.

Brian: Yes, sorry. Winter Day shopping panic can come later. Right, a heartfelt
truth. Well I’m not really sure if I have a heart.

(Portal Noise)

Oh, it worked. That was easy. I hadn’t even thought of one yet.

Indigo: Alright Demon, bring us home.

Demon: This is stupid. Right, fine. My name is the Demon.

(Demon walking into a solid portal wall)



Demon: Ow. What gives?

Indy: It has to be a heartfelt truth!

Demon: Okay, I love fire! Fire is great.

(Demon walking into a solid portal wall)

Demon: Ow! I’m getting rather annoyed now. Really rather annoyed.

Scientist: Demon, you just need to commit to it. Heartfelt, confessional truth, go.

Demon: Okay! I hate all of you with a burning passion.

(Demon walking into a solid portal wall)

Demon: Fine! I love the Attic Gang, okay you stupid dumb portal? I love my
friends. I have also gotten them gifts. I actually quite enjoy the Gremlins company. I
think Albert is quite clever. I like tea more than I like sandstorm sand and Brian has
the best blends. I think Indigo is really cool. Are you happy now? Are you a happy
little portal now?

(Portal Noise)

Scientist: I assume we will never talk of this again?

Demon: You assume correctly.

Indigo: Wow, it is cool up here! The top of the wizard’s tower. We finally made
it, team. Oh! We need a joint team name. Attic Twins?

Brian: Adventure Gang?

Scientist: That’s probably better.

Ignacious: You’ve got to be joking me. Still no confounded snowglobe.

Indigo: Well, duh. It’s going to be in a hidden compartment. Amateur.

Ignacious: Don’t push me woman.

Brian: Well, best to keep spirits high. I mean, you have to admit, it’s all a bit of
a spectacle up here. We’ve got more of those lovely amethyst stars up on the roof.



Scientist: And check out this mosaic. It goes around the entire room.

Gremlin: What’s a mosaic?

Brian: It’s a lot of little tiles and pieces of coloured glass put together to make
a picture. They tend to tell a story.

Indigo: They are also an absolute goldmine for clues.

Scientist: Well, I wanted to check it out anyway, so two birds one stone. What
have we got here? It looks like a small group of travellers moving through the desert,
with a much larger group behind them.

Brian: They’re heading towards the cliff. Oh, that must be where we are now.
Here we can see them tunneling into the cliff, and here’s the construction of the
tower. You can see everyone pulling together to build the city.

Demon: And then when that’s complete, you can see these prominent figures
from earlier coming together in the tower and signing some kind of document. It’s
those six people from before. I guess they must be important.

Gremlin: They look like the people from the paintings too! They must be super
really important.

Scientist: Hang on, there’s an inscription here. It’s not in a language I understand
though. Brian?

Brian: That is an old language. And one that’s not in the database. However, I
can piece together the inflections used in the phrase, crossrefence them with the
linguistic conventions of a few dead languages and then you get “the formation of the
congress of warlocks.”

Scientist: Now that’s impressive. I am constantly very proud of you.

Brian: I thought you hated me, Sir?

Scientist: I’m over it. We all go through rough patches.

Indigo: Guys, you missed the first panel of the mosaic. It was hidden under this
raggedy tapestry. It shows the people leaving some kind of building. Come look.

Attic Gang: Holy Snapping Turtles!



Brian: Am I seeing this right?

Demon: I think so.

Scientist: Surely not.

Gremlin: It’s the Hotel. They’re leaving the Hotel. Why would they be leaving the
Hotel?

Ignacious: Hah! Yes! Finally. Pull this lever and…

(Stone Shifting.)

Indigo: Oh wow, Igny, you found the hidden compartment.

Ignacious: Yes, no thanks to you lot and your constant reminiscing. That was a
tricky one too. Whoever hid this really wanted it to stay hidden.

Scientist: Where’s the hidden compartment though? I don’t see anything obvious.

Brian: It’s over here Sir. Look, the door to the mosaic Hotel has opened up.

Gremlin: I’m gonna get the snowglobe!

Scientist: Gremlin, do not stick your hand in there!

Gremlin: I’ve got it! The snowglobe.

Brian: Oh thank goodness.

(Room shaking)

Demon: That doesn’t sound good.

Ignacious: Gremlin, can I have a look at the snowglobe please?

Gremlin: Absolutely not! I am the master of snowglobe collecting, Sirs. I am
looking after it for safe’s keeping.

Scientist: Well done, Gremlin. I think we should get out of here though. The
ceiling is starting to crack.

Demon: Yeah, this really is not a safe place to have this discussion.



Indigo: If we start heading down to the entrance we can make it out of this
tower unscathed.

Ignacious: I really do think the snowglobe would be safer in my hands.

Brian: Yes, that’s all well and good, but we’d all be safer if we start leaving
immediately.

Indigo: Why are you so insistent that you need it Igny?

Ignacious: Come here you little green swine!

Demon: Hey, get away from the Gremlin!

Ignacious: Oh put a sock in it, devil boy!

Scientist: They’re not a boy!

Ignacious: Oh and you can be quiet too, four eyes! You’re not special. I’ve had
quite enough of this now. I was happy to go along with your little caper, but if you four
think you’re walking out of here with that snowglobe then you have another thing
coming.

Gremlin: But I thought we were friends! Igny, you’re my hero!

Ignacious: Well we’re not friends, and you would have all died on that bridge if it
weren’t for me.

Gremlin: Ignacious please let go of me.

Ignacious: Quite frankly, I think you’re all a bit of a joke. And this is the punchline.

(Ignacious punches Gremlin. Gremlin whimper)

Indigo: Ignacious!!

Demon: Right. I’m going to kill him. Nobody punches my Gremlin.

(Sword unsheathed)

Ignacious: Take another step and I’ll run you through, devil-boy. Indy, we’re going.

Scientist: Brian. Attack protocols.



Brian: If I engage my attack protocols in here it’ll bring the whole tower
straight down on top of us. Though that is going to happen anyway if we don’t get out
of here!

Ignacious: Indy, are you coming or not?

Indigo: No! I can’t believe you’re doing this to me.

Ignacious: It’s always got to be about you, hasn’t it Indigo? You always have to go
around playing at being the little hero. Every time we make a good score, you donate
the proceeds to the local village, or you want to leave the treasure where we found it
out of respect. Well, respect doesn’t pay the bills, Indigo and I am tired of carrying
your dead weight. Do you know how rich I’d be without you around?

Indigo: Why are you saying this?

Igny: Because I am absolutely sick to death of you. The Adventure Twins?
What kind of name is the Adventure Twins? You always want to make all the
decisions, you never care a jot what I think, and I don’t need you.

Demon: Hey Igny. Look behind you.

Igny: What?

Gremlin: Flying Gremlin Bite Attack!

Igny: Oh cripes! Get off my elbow you disgusting little bundle of snot.

Gremlin: IT’S NOT SNOT!

Demon: He’s dropped the globe.

Scientist: Oh no.

Brian: Gremlin has caught it.

Gremlin: I got it Sirs! Brian catch.

Brian: Got it, everybody out of here right now.

Ignacious: Give me that globe!

Indigo: Igny, look out, the ceiling is coming down!



(Igny dodging, Stone crashing into the floor)

Ignacios: Good gravy. Fine. Fine. It’s not worth dying for. Have fun with your new
friends Indy. For the short amount of time you have left.

Indigo: Igny, no, I need that quicksilver to get home. I’ll be stranded here. Why
are you doing this?

Ignacious: Ah, you’ll get it one day.

(Crystal Shatter, Teleport)

Indigo: He left without me.

Scientist: Yes, and I’m sorry Indy, but we have to move.

Brian: Scientist. You and Indy go to the left. There’s a small gap in the floor
but I’m sure you can get over it. Demon, hop up onto my shoulder, I’ll get us out over
the hole in the center of the room. My metal alloy will be too heavy for the more
delicate ground.

Gremlin: What about me, Brian?

Brian: Just run very quickly, Gremlin. As fast as you can.

(Running, Rocks crashing, Dodging, Chaos.)

Scientist: We’re out. Indy, we’re out. Hah! Yes.

Brian: Well done, Albert. Just in time.

Demon: Where’s Gremlin?

Scientist: He’s still in the tower.

(Gremlin still running)

Scientist: He is going to make it, isn’t he?

Indigo: Of course he is.

Demon: There he is, in the doorway.

Gremlin: I’m going to make it si-



(Tower collapse.)
(Somber Music.)

Brian: Gremlin?

Scientist: Well this isn’t happening. This isn’t happening. It can’t be happening.

Indigo: I’m sorry. I’m so sorry.

Scientist: Brian, what is this? You ran the calculations on how to get out. You’re
never wrong. What’s going on? What’s the play here?

Brian: I’m sorry Albert, I thought he was goi-

Scientist: Well he didn’t make it did he, what do we do? Tell me what we do to fix
this.

Brian: I don’t think there’s anything we can do, Sir.

Scientist: What do you mean there’s nothing you can do? You always have an
answer for everything, Brian! Where’s your advanced processing now? I didn’t build
you to be useless. Demon, where do you think you’re going?

(Walking, sounds of rubble shifting)

Demon: I’m going to get him out. We need to get him out. Where are you
Gremlin? It’s going to be alright. He’s always alright.

Brian: I don’t think he is this time, Demon.

Demon: But he has to be. He’s my friend. Gremlin, please. I’ll give you your
sweeties back. I’ll stop calling you a goblin. I’ll move into the attic. The bunkbeds
Gremlin, we need to get the bunkbeds.

Indigo: I’m sorry, but I think the city is collapsing.

Scientist: What?

Indigo: Look up. The cliff is going to collapse in on itself.

Scientist: Well we need to go then.

Demon: I’m not leaving him.



Brian: Demon, we can’t stay here. I’m sorry.

Scientist: Demon, we are going. Do as I say, right now.

(Chalk Scraping against stone.)

Scientist: There, the door is open. Come on. Brian, pick up the Demon.

Brian: Sorry Demon.

Demon: Put me down. You put me down right now.

Indy: I’m stuck here. I can’t ever get home.

Scientist: You’re coming with us.

Indy: What? But I-

Scientist: You’re coming with us. Everybody, 3, 2, 1.

(Portal sound)

Stanley: Cor blimey! Look out every one, the door’s been flown wide open, and
there’s an attic gang tumbling out of it!

Hilda: Ohhh lovely. You’ve been gone a long time everyone.

Gertrude: Yes, it has been a while, but at least they are all safe and sound now.

Pirate Cpt: They did miss out on the salted fish though.

Scientist: Everybody out of my attic. Right now.

Stanley: Well, hello to you too. We were only up here because we were waiting
for the Gremlin to come back. Where is-

Scientist: Get out, get out, get out, get out, get out.

Brian: It probably is best if you all leave for now.

Hilda: Are we still on for Winter Day lunch, Brian?

Brian: I’m not really sure, but I’ll let you know closer to the time.



(Door closing.)

Scientist: Well what are we supposed to do now? What do we even do? I mean,
this isn’t real. It can’t be real.

(Door opening)

Management: Oh, I think it can.

Scientist: Please can you just leave. Come back later. I cannot talk to you right
now.

Management: Well you’re going to have to, aren’t you?

Brian: Albert, I left the snowglobe on the desk.

Scientist: Thanks, buddy.

Management: Well done Attic Gang. Well done indeed. Such a talented bunch.
Look at you all. The Scientist, the Demon, Brian the Robot… and the new one. Did
you get bored of the Gremlin? Trade him in for an upgrade? I imagine anything is
better company than that little troglydyte.

Scientist: You know what happened.

Management: Yes. Yes we do. It’s wonderful.

Demon: Don’t you dare.

Management: I don’t know why you’re getting so worked up over this. You’ve
gotten the globe. You’re all as free as a bird. Surely that’s worth more than a stupid,
replacable Gremlin. I’m sure you can find a new one.

Demon: But I want ours.

Management: Really, are you sure? Well then. I’m sure we can come to some
agreement.

Brian: What?

Management: Death can be much less permanent than you might first think.
The balance between life and death owes us a few favours, and we would be more
than happy to bring the Gremlin back from the brink.



Demon: You can bring people back from the dead?

Management: Well of course. As long as we act quickly. But you already know
that, don’t you, Albert?

Scientist: What more could you possibly want from us?

Management: Sign our contract. We need a few loose ends tied up outside
these walls, and you are the only man for the job Albert. As long as you fulfill the
terms set to you, you’ll be out of our debt in no time… probably not even a hundred
years of servitude.

Scientist: Hand me the quill.

Management: Yes! There you are Albert. Make sure you sign it on behalf of all
your little friends. Quick, quick, quick. We are going to do such great things together.

Brian: Albert, shouldn’t we talk about this?

Scientist: Are you going to let the Gremlin stay dead?

Brian: No.

Scientist: Then there’s nothing to discuss. I, Albert Ackintosh on behalf of the
Attic Gang, hereby pledge my service to the Management of Hotel Elsewhere.

(Pen on paper)

Management: Oh yes. Marvellous. Marvellous. Oh this is more than we could
have hoped.

Demon: Where’s the Gremlin?

Management: Temper, temper. You’d best remember who you belong to, little
demon.

(Finger click, door.)

Attic Gang: Gremlin!

[Exhausted and dejected]
Gremlin: Hello Sirs.



Management: Now the small matter of the globe. Do you know what it is? Did
you figure it out? You didn’t, did you? Oh Albert, you’re out of practice. This is a very
powerful artefact, crafted long ago by the Congress of Warlocks.

Scientist: Yes, I guessed that much.

Management: But you didn’t guess what it does, did you? This is one of the
most powerful protection wards in existence. You want to know why nobody has ever
come to harm within the Hotel? It’s because there’s a globe of invulnerability
encircling it. Invisible to the naked eye of course, but always there. This snowglobe is
the physical manifestation of it.

Brian: So, you wanted it recovered to ensure it couldn’t be damaged?

Management: Oh no. Not at all. Whoops.

(Glass shattering.)

Demon: You dropped it? After all we went through to get the thing?

Management: Well of course. Do you know how hard it is to keep people in line
when you cannot punish them permanently? It’s a great thing you’ve done today,
Attic Gang. Things are looking up. We’ll be in touch soon. We have a lot to catch up
with.

(Door close.)

Demon: Gremlin! You’re back. Is it you? Is it really you?

Gremlin: Yes, it’s me.

Brian: Well, you’ve been through a lot haven’t you. Shall I get a hotty choccy
on for our brave little boy?

Gremlin: I’m not a child, Brian.

Scientist: Gremlin, do you want us to get you anything? We could play a game of
unicorns and lilipads?

Gremlin: I’m alright Sir. I’m going to bed. I’ve seen things.

(Cupboard door)



Demon: I’m going to get my things from room 666. I want to make sure he’s
okay. And.. I don’t want to be alone.

Indigo: What do I do?

Brian: Oh Indigo, I’m so sorry. You can stay here with us, or if you’d rather be
alone the reception desk will be able to find you a spare room.

Indigo: Yeah. Yeah I’ll go to the desk. I think I need some time to think about
what I’m going to do now. I don’t… I don’t really know how to be anything other than
an adventure twin. I’ll see you around.

Demon: Hang on Indy, I’ll walk you down.

(Door)

Scientist: Right. Well.

Brian: This is bad.

Scientist: Yes. Yes it is.

Brian: You know we can’t get out of a management contract, don’t you?

Scientist: What other choice did we have?

Brian: We didn’t. We’re going to have to look after them.

Scientist: I know. And we will. You and me together Bri, like always.

Fin
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